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Code Pack Price
SAF1340 Box of 100  £7.44

Dependaplast Fabric Plasters

Made from modern high tech thin extra flexible fabric that stretches in all directions, 
ideal for covering joints and skin folds with ease and comfort. The fabric is coated with a 
hydrophilic polymer making it water repellent and washproof. The super sticky zinc oxide 
adhesive ensures the plasters remain firmly in place, while the adhesive comes cleanly 
away when removed, avoiding unsightly plaster marks being left on the skin. Assorted 
sizes.

NEW

Code Pack Price
SAF3028 Box of 100  £51.60

Dependaplast Blue Detectable Plasters

With all of the modern features of Dependaplast washproof plasters, the blue plaster 
range provides a bright blue colouration that makes them instantly visually detectable 
should they accidentally come into contact with food. An aluminium strip located behind 
the dressing pad is clearly detectable to metal detection devices in food processing 
facilities. Assorted sizes.

NEW

Code Contains Dims, w x d x h, mm Price
SAF1374 2 x 500mL eye wash bottles, 2 x eye pad 

dressings
375 x 50 x 270  £13.20

SAF1378 8 x 20mL eye wash pods, 2 x eye pad dressings 330 x 25 x 245  £9.33

Eye Wash Stations

High visibility eye wash stations for fast and effective treatment for eye injuries. Panel is 
complete with printed instructions and mirror. Eye pod station is suitable for minor eye 
irritations only. 

NEW

Code Description Pack Price
SAF1380 Pods 25 x 20mL  £8.66
SAF1434 Bottle with regular cap 500mL  £5.10
SAF1438 Bottle with eyebath cap 500mL  £6.09

Eye Wash

Sterile, safe, and non-toxic sodium chloride 0.9%w/v Ph.Eur eye wash. Used for irrigation 
of eyes to remove foreign bodies such as dust and dirt. Pods are ideal for minor eye 
irritations where only a small amount of eye wash is required, whereas bottles are ideal for 
incidents that require a larger amount of eye wash.

NEW




